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1. Intellectual Property and TRIPs
A) Importance
Example: medicines
companies that research and produce new medicines operate under an overwhelmingly
tough business model: studies have found that for every 5,000 to 10,000 experimental
medicines considered, typically only one will gain approval - and this is after 10 to 15
years of R&D costing an average of $1.2 billion.

Thus, a few successes must make up for thousands of failures. As the end of the day,
only two out of every 10 medicines will completely regain the money spent on their
development. Without patent protection, investing in the discovery of new medicines is
all risk and no potential payoff. A billion dollar investment with no hope of return is a risk
that we cannot expect even the most altruistic to make.

EU-28 export, imports and trade 
balance in medicinal and 
pharmaceutical products, 2002-2016 
(EUR billion)
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B) TRIPs
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs)

Sets down minimum standards for many forms of intellectual 
property (IP) regulation as applied to nationals of other WTO 

Members

Property rights protected under the TRIPs regulations are:

- copyright, covering content producers including performers, producers of 

sound recordings and broadcasting organizations.©
 Copyright terms must extend at least 50 years, unless based on the life of 

the author.
 Copyright must be granted automatically, and not based upon any 

“formality”, such as registration.
 Computer programs must be regarded as "literary works" under copyright 

law and receive the same terms of protection.
 National exceptions are constrained by the Bern three-step test
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- geographical indications, including appellations of origin;

EU quality logos:

Protected Designation of Origin Traditional Speciality
PDO Guaranteed - TSG

Protected Geographical                  
Indication – PGI

http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/quality/schemes/index_en.htm
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1. TRIPs
- industrial designs; 
- integrated circuit layout-designs;
- patents, new plant varieties;
Patents must be enforceable for at least 20 years.

- trademarks;
- trade dress – it is a 

legal term of art that 
generally refers to 
characteristics of the 
visual appearance of a 
product or its packaging 
(or even the design of a 
building) that signify 
the source of the 
product to consumers;

- commercial confidential information.
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2. Porter’s Diamond 
and international trade

Michael Porter, born 1947
"The Competitive 

Advantage of Nations"  
(1990). 

The book is based on 
studies of ten nations and 

argues that a key to 
national wealth and 
advantage was the 

productivity of firms and 
workers collectively, and 

that the national and 
regional environment 

supports that productivity.
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Factor conditions - human resources, physical resources,
knowledge resources, capital resources and infrastructure.

Specific resources can be created to compensate for factor
disadvantages.

Demand conditions in the home market can help companies
create a competitive advantage, when sophisticated home market
buyers pressure firms to innovate faster and to create more
advanced products than those of competitors.

Related and supporting industries can produce inputs that are
important for innovation and internationalization. These industries
provide cost-effective inputs, but they also participate in the
upgrading process, thus stimulating other companies in the chain
to innovate.
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Firm strategy, structure and rivalry. 
The way in which companies are created, set goals and are 
managed is important for success. But the presence of intense 
rivalry in the home base is also important; it creates pressure to 
innovate in order to upgrade competitiveness.

Government.
It can influence the supply conditions of key production factors, 
demand conditions in the home market, and competition between 
firms. 
Government interventions can occur at local, regional, national or 
supranational level.[

Chance events are occurrences that are outside of control of a 
firm. They are important because they create discontinuities in 
which some gain competitive positions and some lose.
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Criticism

 Porter’s theory does not explain economic cycle and economic
crisis.

 It is too static, therefore does not explain some of the big changes
in the global economy, for example the rapid economic growth of
China and some other South-Asian countries.

 Porter's theory is difficult to be used for forecasting the processes
in the global economy. For example, Porter predicted that
Singapore will remain a factor-driven economy, but in fact it is
now one of the most famous innovation-driven economies.

 It is to subjective, based more on experts’ opinions, not on
statistical driven models.

 It is too eclectic. It is a mix of microeconomic and macroeconomic
ideas.

 Nevertheless, it is a very important instrument in the decision-
making process.
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3. Global Competitiveness Index
and Global Competitiveness Report
The twelve pillars of competitiveness
1. Institutions; 
2. Infrastructure; 
3. Macroeconomic environment

The government cannot provide services efficiently if it has to
make high-interest payments on its past debts. Running fiscal
deficits limits the government’s future ability to react to business
cycles. Firms cannot operate efficiently when inflation rates are
out of hand. In sum, the economy cannot grow in a sustainable
manner unless the macro environment is stable.

4. Health and primary education; 
5. Higher education and training; 
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The twelve pillars of competitiveness
6. Goods market efficiency

Healthy market competition, both domestic and foreign, is important in
driving market efficiency, and thus business productivity, by ensuring
that the most efficient firms, producing goods demanded by the
market, are those that thrive.

7. Labor market efficiency

Labor markets must  have the flexibility to shift workers from one 
economic activity to another rapidly and at low cost. 

8. Financial market development

Business investment is critical to productivity. Therefore economies 
require sophisticated financial markets that can make capital available 
for private-sector investment from such sources as loans from a sound 
banking sector, well-regulated securities exchanges, venture capital, 
and other financial products.
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9. Technological readiness

The technological readiness pillar measures the agility with which an
economy adopts existing technologies to enhance the productivity of
its industries, with specific emphasis on its capacity to fully leverage
information and communication technologies (ICTs) in daily activities.

10. Market size
11. Business sophistication

The quality of a country’s business networks and supporting industries,
as measured by the quantity and quality of local suppliers and the
extent of their interaction, is important for a variety of reasons. When
companies and suppliers from a particular sector are interconnected in
geographically proximate groups, called clusters, efficiency is
heightened, greater opportunities for innovation in processes and
products are created, and barriers to entry for new firms are reduced.
12. Innovation
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Basic requirements – pillars 1,2,3,4
Efficiency enhancers – pillars 5,6,7,8,9,10
Innovation and sophistication factors – pillars 11,12
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Switzerland 5.81 (—)
Singapore 5.72 (—)
United States 5.7 (—)
Netherlands 5.57 (+1)
Germany 5.57 (-1)
Sweden 5.53 (+3)
United Kingdom 5.49 (+3)
Japan 5.48 (-2)
Hong Kong 5.48 (-2)
Finland 5.44 (-2)
Norway 5.44 (—)
Denmark 5.35 (—)
New Zealand 5.31 (+3)
Taiwan 5.28 (+1)
Canada 5.27 (-2)

United Arab Emirates 5.26 (+1)
Belgium 5.25 (+2)
Qatar 5.23 (-4)
Austria 5.22 (+4)
Luxembourg 5.2 (—)
France 5.2 (+1)
Australia 5.19 (-1)
Ireland 5.18 (+1)
Israel 5.18 (+3)
Malaysia 5.16 (-7)
South Korea 5.03 (—)
Iceland 4.96 (+2)
China 4.95 (—)
Saudi Arabia 4.84 (-4)
Estonia 4.78 (—)

4. Global Competitiveness Report
2016–2017 rankings
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5. OECD and International Trade
http://www.oecd.org/trade/

The Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) was established in 
1948 to run the US-financed Marshall Plan.

Encouraged by its success and the prospect of carrying its work forward on a 
global stage, Canada and the US joined OEEC members in signing the new OECD 
Convention on 14 December 1960. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) was officially born on 30 September 1961, when the 
Convention entered into force. Headquarters is in Paris.

Main Topics:

 Benefits of Trade Liberalization;
 Services Trade;
 Non-tariff measures;
 Trade facilitation;
 Environment and Trade;
 Trade and Development 
 Trade in Counterfeit and Pirated Goods
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OECD has 35 member States: 22 EU Member States (all except Bulgaria, Romania, 
Croatia, Lithuania, Malta and Cyprus) + 4 non-EU European countries (Turkey, 
Switzerland, Norway, Iceland) + 3 NAFTA Member States (USA, Canada and 
Mexico) + Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zeeland, Israel and Chile. 

29 of them are innovation-driven and 6 in transition from efficiency-driven to 
innovation-driven economies. 

Some results:
https://euipo.europa.eu/tunnel-
web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/observatory/documents/Mapping_the_Economic_
Impact_study/Mapping_the_Economic_Impact_en.pdf

Trade in counterfeit and pirated goods amounted to up to
2.5 % of world imports in 2013 ($ 475 billion).

This was even higher in the EU context where counterfeit
and pirated goods amounted to up to 5 % of imports ($
300 billion).


